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MRIVIEW: An Interactive Computational Tool for Investigation of
Brain Structure and Function

Doug Ranken and John George
Biophysics Group

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, NM 87545

Abstract of MRIVIEW, a software tool originally developed to
correlate measures of brain function provided by ME6

MRIVIEW iS a software system which uses image with anatomical information provided by MRI. Neu-
processing and visualization to provide neuroscience romagnetic measurement techniques attempt to infer
researchers with an integrated environment for com- r atterns of current within the brain based on nonin-
bining .functional and anatomical into,wharton. Key vasive measurements at the head surface.This inverse

features of the software include semi-automated seg- problem is ill-posed, but it is possible to localize neu-

mentation of volumetric head data and an interactive ral sources with reasonable accuracy by assuming that
coordinate reconciliation method which utilizes surface the underlying current distribution is adequately mod-
visualizt, tion. eled by a small number of point current generators

The current system is a precursor to a compnta- within the brain [17, 1]. Alternatively, it is possible to
tional brain atlas. We describe features this atlas will generate tomographic, volumetric estimates of current

incorporate, including methods under development for distribution by solving a large underdetermined lin-
visuahzing brain functional data obtained from several ear problem [7]. Once an estimate of neuromagnetic
different research modalities, source distribution is obtained based on ME6 data,

sources are mapped onto images of brain anatomy ob-
tained with MRI. The software capabilities required

1 Introduction for this task - primarily image processing, volume
segmentation, visualization, and coordinate ttansfor-

There is a growing need in neuroscience research for mation - are also applicable to many other research
computational tools to organize, analyze, and visual- methods.
ize the vast amounts of new information being pro-
duced about the structure and function of the brain.

Structural information can be at the level of gross 2 Computing Environment
anatomy, such as obtained from computed tomogra-

phy (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MILl) [11]; MItlVIEW was implemented using the programming
or the microscopic level, such as from studies of neu- language and runtime environment IDL (Interactive
tonal connectivity or synaptic structure. Methods for Data Language), a product of Research Systems In-

obtaining functional information at the macroscopic corporated (RSI), Boulder Colorado. IDL was de-
level are electroencephalography (EEG), magnetoen- signed for interactive data analysis, visualization and

cephalography (MEG) [16, 6], and positron emission image processing. As a programming iaoguage, IDL
tomography (PET) [15]. At the microscopic level, nu- offers dynamic typing and high levels of data abstrac-
merous techniques are used to study brain function tion. IDL supports FORTRAN90-1ike syntax for specifi-
including microelectrode and optical techniques, but cation of parallel operations, enabling the use of scalar
these are invasive procedures that are not generally arithmetic operators with multi-dimensional arrays, or
applicable to human subjects, with scalars and arrays. The language specification

A primary mission of the Biophysics Group at Los also provides simple methods for selecting subsets of
Alamos National Laboratory is to develop MEG as dimensions to be manipulated in multi-dirc_ensional ar-
a tool for neuroscience research and clinical applica- rays. A large library of data analysis and display rou-
tions. This paper outlines some of the capabilities tines is provided with IDL. Mechanisms for calling C



and FORTRAN executables are also provided. 7) The system should be extensible to new data types
IDL can be used as an interactive command inter- and to new analysis and visualization tasks.

preter, which is useful for data exploration, one-time
visualization tasks, and for software prototype devel-

opment. Functions and procedures can also be com- 4 System Implementation
piled within IDL, allowing a software engineer to adopt
a modular programming style. User Interface

One disadvantage in using IDL for software devel-
opment is that the 1DL environment is needed to run The user interface for MRIVIEW consists of an MR/

programs developed with IDL, requiring end-users of viewing window, a series of pop-up menus, and a text
these programs to also have IDL on their systems. For window used to print messages to the user and obtain
our purposes, the disadvantages of IDL are more than keyboard input. With the 2-D viewing and editing op-
offset by the increased efficiency of software develop- erations, the viewing window contains a sequence of
ment. As a development and computing tool, IDLpro- eight consecutive slice images. When the 3-D viewing
rides powerful tools for data analysis and display in routines are used, a combination of 2-D slice images

a flexible environment. It is supported on several X- and 3-D surfaces is presented (see Figure 4) (color-
Windowing platforms. MR/VIEW was developed with plate). An MR/VIEW user's manual is available, which
IDL on a Sun Sparcstation running Unix and Open- contains a more complete description of the operation

Windows, but is now also used on HP system 700 of MR/VIEW, and of its user interface.
platforms.

MR/Data Resolution

3 System Design Criteria MR/ volumetric acquisitions of the head typically
consist of a series of 32 to 128 slices, each having 1282

to 2562 pixels, with inter-slice spacing from 1.5 to 5.0
MR/VIEW was designed as a precursor to a more ex- millimeters. Three standard orientations are generally

tensive software project - a computational brain at- used. These are sagittal, in which image planes are
las. Because of this, extensibility has been a central vertically oriented, with front-to-back slices; coronal,
consideration during the development of this program, which are also vertically oriented, but with side to side

MRIVXEWwas also designed to be a comprehensive tool slices; and horizontal (or axial) views in which slices
for addressing specific problems in neuroscience re- are oriented as horizontal planes (see Figure 1).
search and radiology. The major design criteria used For neuroscience or clinical research purposes, a se-
in developing the MR/VIEW system are as follows: ries of 128 1.5 to 2.0 millimeter thick slices acquired in
1) The system will present MRI slice images derived the sagittal plane provides sufficient resolution to iden-
from a volumetric MRI data set in standard radiologi- tify structures of interest in the brain. In MR/VIEW,
cal presentation format, the underlying representation of the MR/data is a vol-
2) Flexibility must be provided, so that MR/ volumet- umetric model. A full resolution volumetric model re-

ric datasets of different sizes or voxel resolution, or quires 8 Mb. Because of memory limitations on some
acquired with different acquisition protocols can be hardware platforms, and for performance reasons, a
used with the system, reduced resolution model (1283 ) is often useful. This
3) Volume model segmentation should be fast and reduced model provides isotropic two millimeter reso-
easy, and efficient methods for storing segmented lution in the three standard orthogonal views, which is
structuresshouldbe provided, adequateformost purposes.MRIVIEW accommodates

4) A simplemethod to definedata coordinatetrans- thesetwo model sizestransparentlyto theuser.
formationsshouldbe providedtoallowregistrationof

volumetricdatasets. Two Dimensional Viewing and Segmenta-
5) Three dimensionalviewingcapabilitiesshouldbe tion

available,and a method for trackingthreedimen-

sionalsurfacesin standard radiologicaltwo dimen- To presentthestandardradioiogicalviews,thevol.

sionalviewsshouldbe implemented, ume passesthrougha3-D to2-D transformationfunc-
6)The softwareshouldperformadequatelyforinter- tionwhichextrac_slicesbasedon slicenumbers and

active use on relatively inexpensive general-purpose the current viewing orientation. This function cre-
workstations, ates temporary arrays used for sc,-een presentation as



well as in image processing and editing. These tem- the scalp data allows a simple ray-tracing algorithm
porary arrays provide a mechanism allowing a user to to generate images of the cortical surface. The laver

i first process or edit slices, and then to decide whether removal is accomplished with a contour following al-
or not to make the changes permanent. A 2-D to 3- gorithm. A series of mouse button selections are used
D transformation function provides the necessary in- to control the depth of the layer removal. The semi-
verse function to the above function, so that changes at:_on,at.ed layer removal option provides a means of
to the slice data are incorporated correctly in the vol- quickly paging through and editing the :31icesof the
ume model. The two major editing options, flood- volum__cmodel, using a series of mouse button presses.
ing and layer removal, each provide an efficient, semi- For the upI.,er part of the head (above the eyes), the
automated method for performing volume segmenta- outer tissue is of nearly uniform thickness. In this
tion tasks, region, the layer removal routines work well. The sur-

The Flood Edit routines implement a 3-D region face images in Figure 4 were derived from a data set
in which laver removal was applied to the horizontal

growing procedure. After adjust:,ng a low and high slices of the upper portion of the head.threshold to isolate a structure of interest, a user can
Ix'.the future we expect segmentation procedureseither flood this structure in one slice, or start a 3-

to become more efficient and automatic, incorporat-D flood. The 3-D flood begins by flooding an initial
ing more sophisticated image processing strategies asslice, and proceeds slicewise allowing interactive su-
well as knowledge-based constraints which utilize apervision of the process by the user. If the process
statistical atlas of brain anatomy. These capabilitiesgoes awry, the user can stop the procedure, make nec-
will facilitate the bootstrap development of such anessary modifications to the temporary image using the
atlas by allowing efficient segmentation of new indi-image editing tools, and restart the process. If there

is a reasonable degree of morphological continuity be- vidual datasets which can then be added to the atlas
tween slices, this technique works well; two millimeter database.
inter-slice distance usually provides sufficient continu-
ity. However, with low resolution data, the variations Object Storage
in the shape of structures between slices may make it

Once structures are labelled with the flood routines,difficult to isolate a structure of interest across multi-
the segmented volume model can be saved, or taggedpie slices. The Flood Edit capabilit:es allow the user

to work with any desired set of 2-D views. In prac- structures can be saved individually, providing some
rice the procedure is best-behaved when working from of the functionality needed for a computational brain

atlas. An individual object is saved by storing its x,the top of the head through a series of axial slices.
y, and z extents followed by a three dimensional runTo help confine labelling to the structure of interest, a

mechanism is provided to utilize a gradient mask when length encoding. This encoding consists of x, y, and
z start points, and the length of the run in a selectedflooding the slice. An interactive routine lets the user
dimension. For most types of objects observed in volu-adjust the gradient threshold of a Robert's filter of a

slice image. This mask can be further modified using metric MRI data, run length encoding is more efficient
the interactive toolset. These capabilities allow the than storing the object as an array of binary values,

user to set the edge of the flood plain, determiring yet it is relatively simple to implement.
For other purposes, alternative encoding strategiesthe density of edges in the gradient mask and repair-

such as octree encoding [8]may have significant advan-ing residual breaches. Once the edge mask is set, it is
applied to that slice before it is sent to the flood sub- rages. Given the variability of obtainable neuromag-

netic current reconstruction resolution as a function ofroutine. Often, threshold values that are optimal for
isolating the whole brain can produce some in-filling distance from the sensor array, the octree appears to
of anatomical fine details such as sulci. We have found be a useful computational framework for structuring

inverse calculations and for storing the results.that post-processing procedures based on simple im-
age processing or morphological analysis strategies al-

Three Dimensional Capabilitieslow us to recover much of the structural detail.

Layer removal routines are used succ_sively to peel Coordinate transformations can be obtained with
away 1-pixel-deep outer layers from the MR1head data. MRIVIEW using a method of tracking 3-D surfaces in
Referring to Figure 4, the bright boundary of the the standard 2-D orthogonal MRI views. To facili-
heads in the slice images is scalp data. The dark tare high performance surface tracking and rendering
band between this and the brain is skull. Removal of we extract and encode isosurfaces as six 2-D arrays,



equivalent to the z-buffer values for ray traced iso- i
surface rendering frola each face of the data volume.
Surface images are rendered using the depth informa-
tion to assign pixel gray-levels. The surface images in
Figure 4 were generated using this technique. By com-

bining the surface and surface image information, an
interactive system is provided for exploring the MRI

data volume. Referring to Figure 4, the location of
the cursor in the 3-D viewing window selects the cor-
responding location in the appropriate orthogonal MRI
slice images.

This surface tracking capability allows a user to Subject.: KMC
quickly identify reference points in the volumetric
model, which can then be used to set up a coordi- msec: 1 10

nate transformation from a coordinate system used X -- --3.71 em
for MEG, PET, or other data to the implicit coordinate
system of the MRI volumetric model. For example, y -- -0.45cm

the ME(; head centered coordinate system is based on Z - 6.92cm
three external anatomical landmarks tha_ are easily
identifiable in the surface views. The selection of one

of these landmarks is shown in Figure 4. Using these Figure 1: An example of MEG source localization
landmarks and the MRI data resolution information, based on point current dipole modeling.
a homogeneous transformation matrix is constructed.

Once a transformation has been obtained, a user can
enter dipole locations in ME(; coordinates, and view individual subjects. The atlas would incorporate in-

these locations on the orthogonal MR! slices of the vol- formation from many modalities, providing the neces-

umetric model (see Figure 1). sary database, technology, and incorporating methods
The surface labelling routines use surface tracking for analyzing and visualizing this information.

to allow a user to trace features on the 3-D surface The design and implementation of MRIVIEW allow

images and label the volumetric model at the identified easy transitions between the MI{IVIEW environment
locations. The labelled surface can be saved to a file and the IDL command interpreter, making it possi-

in the same format as flood-edited volumetric objects ble to use MRIVIEW tools together with interpreted
are saved. One use of this is to label important sulci commands and custom or prototype software not in-
in the volumetric model, corporated into the package. This allows MRIVlEW to

An oblique slicer is provided which uses the 3-D be very flexible and extensible without causing con-

viewing window in Figure 4 and a rubberband cursor stant evolution of the core program or spawning mul-
to provide the user with a method of selecting slices tiple specialized versions. Capabilities found to be

through the data volume at arbitrary angles. An iso- generally useful can be developed to relative matu-
surface viewer is also provided, which allows the user rity within the hybrid environment and subsequently
to rotate and view the volumetric model. The isosur- incorporated into the package. The following para-

face is constructed with an IDL-supplied routine which graphs outline some of the capabilities currently being
implements the tesselation algorithm of Kiemp et al. developed and explored by these mechanisms.

[10]. This algorithm is similar to the marching cubes
algorithm [4]. Data Fusion and Visualization of Multi-

dimensional Data

5 Extensions To MRIVIEW Increasingly, we encounter a need to work with mul-
tiple volumetric or other high dimensional datasets.

MItIVIEW is intended to be a precursor to a compu- For example, in order to estimate the uncertainty m
tational brain atlas, which would be a comprehensive point source localization based on MEG measurements

package for supporting neuroscience research. This at- we typically utilize Monte Carlo techniques [12] adding
las would have as its underpinning a statistical volu- noise to the best fitting theoretical field distributions
metric representation of brain anatomy based on many and refitting these noisy distributions. For visualiza-



tion purposes, the resulting solutions are summarized at the center of the viewing space model and may be
in a smoothed 3-D histogram, which can be visualized rotated relative to it. This strategy provides a useful
in conjunction with anatomical data. Other MEGanal- general strategy for representation ofvector fielddata,
ysis procedures produce volumetric or tomographic particularly when the data is localized to a particular
source estimates. The MUSlC algorithm produces a surface or cut plane. Figure 7 is an example of this
point by point estimate of source probability over a procedure, illustrating brain surface norms calculated
specified grid by projecting the field distribution ass(>- by a local convolution operation.
elated with an optimally oriented current element at
each node onto a subspace of the measured signal data 3-D to 2-D Topological Transformations
[13]. Other procedures solve a large underdetermined
linear problem to find a current distribution that ac- 2-D cartographic representations of the cortical sur-
counts for the measurements. In this case, the multi- face are important because the most significant func-
dimensional data set consists of ,hree current vectors tional organization of cortex is two-dimensional. We
associated with each point within a defined reconstruc- have begun to extend and automate the proced,lres de.
tion volume. Such reconstructions can be improved by scribed by [9]. Their technique, termed the "straight
limiting the reconstruction space to the thin layer of line 2-D" (SL2D) method involved manual tracing of
grey matter over the convoluted surface of the neocor- the cortical surface. Contours traced from a single
tex, and further improved by constraining the orien- section were essentially straightened out - i.e., rep-
tation of the net current vector to be normal to the resented by a straight line segment of proportional
local cortical surface [5]. Extensions to MPdVmWallow length with reference points marked at appropriate
these derivative datase_, to be calculated and visual- intervals. Our procedures automatically extract con-
ized. tours from volumetric data segmented using the MRIV-

I_.w tools. Sequential contours derived from a tomo-Alternative 3-D models such as the Monte Carlo
graphic series are represented by a series of parallelhistogram, the volumetric MUSIC metric, or current
bands with width equal to the interslice distance. Thedensity estimates based on tomographic reconstruc-
stacked bands can be realigned along any chosen set oftion procedures can be visualized by co-registering the
reference points. Corresponding reference points fromvolume models with the MRI data and in some way

combining the information from the two datasets. A adjacent sections may be color or intensity coded to
define the anatomical or functional organization. Foruseful general strategy is to employ color (hue and

saturation) to encode one form of information while example, in Figure 8 (colorplate), gray-scale intensity
employing intensity to encode another. Figure 5 (col- is used to encode the z coordinate of the surface voxel
orplate) illustrates Monte Carlo histogram data above in the 3-D volume, and color based on the MUSICmet-

ric describing the probability of a point source at aa threshold, superimposed on a 3-D rendering of the
volumetric MRI , with slice data mapped onto cut- given location.

Any computational or mechanical procedure to flat-plane surfaces. Figure 6 (colorplate) illustrates Music
ten a complex 3-dimensional surface in two dimensionsdata superimposed on a depth cued head surface ren-
will introduce some distortion [20, 14]. In the SL2Ddering. In this case a maximum intensity projection

was used for the functional data; variations in intensity technique, angular distortion is the most significant
allow the underlying anatomy to be visible. For slice problem. This can be minimized by choosing a refer-

ence line through the region of interest.images we often find it less ambiguous to construct a

mask based on the segmented anatomical structure, 3-D Normalization and a Statistical Atlas
and to disl._laythe functional data as a color map em-

bedded in a grey scale depiction of the surrounding An important goal of the proposed computational
anatomy, models is to compare the locations of anatomical or

In order to visualize vector field data, we have de- functional structures between individuals, and to per-
veloped a strategy based on a colored light source mit the development of computational atlases. We
model. Red, green and blue illumination sources are refer to the generalized 3-D mapping capabilities re-
arrayed along the three orthogonal axes of the view- quired for such applications as anatomical normaliza-
ing space model, and this space is rotated so that the tion. The most influential and widely utilized strat-
view axis lies along the net vector formed by addition egy of this sort was pioneered by Talairach [19]. In his
of the three unit vectors (i.e. the 45,45,45 axis). The procedure, the brain is divided into six compartments
object or field distribution to be visualized is located defined by the anterior and posterior commissures, the
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Figure 2: The proportional grid of the Tale.irach svs- Figure 3: A nonlinear warp of volumetric MR! data
tern, based on a set of anatomical landmarks and the to match anatomical landmarks with arbitrary coor-

peripheral extents of the neocortex, dinates.

horizontal plane containing them, and the perpendicu- Methods were developed for displaying and seg-

lax (i.e. vertical) planes containing each of the control menting the MRI data in the volumetric model in any
points (see Figure 2). Each of the compartments is of the three standard radiological 2-D formats. Corn-
scaled independently in each dimension to match the bined with the 3-D capabilities in MRIVIEW , a method

desired template. A significant problem with the Ta- is provided for identifying and tracking features in
lairach procedure is that it typically introduces discon- head and brain surface anatomy. Using the surface
tinuities at compartment boundaries. For this reason, tracking procedure, anatomical landmarks can be lo-

we are exploring continuous transforms which might cated on the MRi data, and coordinate transforma-
accomplish the same basic ends. One such procedure tions can be defined. Surface tracking also provides a
is the 3-D afline transform which allows translation, method for following anatomical features, such as gyri,

rotation and scaling of an object. For some purposes which can be difficult to trace between the slices of the
more powerful nonlinear warping procedures are nec- standard 2-D views without 3-D surface information.
essary which require specification of three or more cor- MRIVIEW supplies a subset of the features needed

responding points in both the native and target coor- in a computational brain atlas. Additional features
dinate systems. We are exploring procedures based needed for a brain atlas include improved editing, seg-

on polynomials [2] or 3-D thin plate splines [3]. Such mentation, and rendering capabilities, as well as vol-
algorithms align the control points and compute the ume warping and database capabilities. The strategy
mapping for any other arbitrary point according to an used to implement MRIVIEW allows simple extension
underlying system of equations (see Figure 2). of the package to accommodate new data types or new

analysis or visualization capabilities.
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Color Figure Captions

Figure 4" The MRIVIEW 3D viewing window. The cursor
Is positioned over an external anatomical landmark.

Figure 5: Monte Carlo histogram of dipole
moSel displayed on MRI-derived anatomy.

Figure 6: A MUSIC metric distribution
projected on a depth-cued head surface.

Figure ?- Visualization of vector data
uslng red, green and blue light sources.

Figure 8: Unfolded cortical surface
showing a MUSIC metric distribution.
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